
# 51-8108, FLAT FOR SALE IN DENIA 
  For sale.   € 260.000,00  

Discover this captivating flat just a stone's throw from one of Denia's most stunning beaches, where the sea
breeze intertwines with the local gastronomic offerings. This haven boasts a charming terrace overlooking the
sea and an idyllic setting, surrounded by a serene swimming pool, a paddle tennis court for sports enthusiasts
and gardens that invite relaxation. Inside, an intelligent design unfolds with two double bedrooms, each with
fitted wardrobes for perfect storage, two full bathrooms, a 
Discover this captivating flat just a stone's throw from one of Denia's most stunning beaches, where the sea
breeze intertwines with the local gastronomic offerings. This haven boasts a charming terrace overlooking the
sea and an idyllic setting, surrounded by a serene swimming pool, a paddle tennis court for sports enthusiasts
and gardens that invite relaxation. Inside, an intelligent design unfolds with two double bedrooms, each with
fitted wardrobes for perfect storage, two full bathrooms, a cosy living and dining room and a separate kitchen
that awakens the chef in you. This ready to move into home awaits you to enjoy the summer months at their
best. Immerse yourself in an oasis where you have the freedom to choose between the embrace of the sea or a
refreshing dip in the pool. In addition, Denia, with its Mediterranean village charm, invites you to explore its
quiet and extensive beaches, as well as to immerse yourself in its rich history and culture, represented by its
impressive castle and lively old town full of charm. Let yourself be seduced by this paradise and make this
home your haven in Denia!

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  2
Bath :  2

LAND INFORMATION:
Square feet
or meters

:  86

CONVENIENCE:
General Amenities: Double Glazing,Patio,
Appliance Amenities: Electricity,Water,
Community Amenities: Garden,
Exterior Amenities: Garage,Outdoor
Shower,Automatic irrigation,Swimming
pool,Terrace,
Interior Amenities: Air Conditioning,Fitted
wardrobes,
Security Amenities: Intercom,Automatic
Gate,
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